A Qualitative Study of Factors Influencing the Onset of Hookah Smoking among Iranian Men with Turkmen Ethnicity
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Hookah smoking has grown considerably among Iranian Turkmen in the past two decades. The reasons for this increase in the consumption of hookah are unclear. Therefore, this study was conducted with the aim of determining the factors related to the start of hookah smoking in men with Turkmen ethnicity.

Methods: This qualitative study was conducted between February 2018 and June 2018 in Turkmen cities of Golestan provinces in Iran. The study participants included 26 male Turkmen water pipe smokers with various ages, occupation, and education level. Study data were collected through semi-structured individual interview and the results were analyzed in August 2018 by content analysis. Data management was done by software, MAXQDA version 10.

Results: In this study, 26 hookah smoker men with the age range of 20–45 years were interviewed. The age of the participants at the time of starting hookah consumption varied from 14 to 25 years. On the basis of qualitative data, the reasons for the start of hookah smoking in male Turkmen were classified into three main categories: (1) individual (curiosity and sense of adulthood, fewer perceived risks compared with other substances and hookah's sensory attractions); (2) interpersonal (hookah-smoking friends and consumption of hookah by family members); and (3) societal (blaming unemployed people in small neighborhoods, cultural influence, more social acceptance compared with other substances, and easy access to hookah).

Conclusion: Individual, interpersonal, and societal factors play important role in the start of hookah smoking among male Turkmen. Developing health policies based on the above factors can be effective in adopting hookah prevention and control strategies. Moreover, future studies could be developed with the goal of discovering ways to solve the problem of unemployment and plan for developing recreational activities in this area to prevent initiation of hookah smoking especially among youth.

This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that currently around 100 million people smoke hookah globally [1]. Studies in Iran also show that hookah consumption is increasing [2,5]. Factors such as attractiveness of different smells and scents on the market, greater social acceptability compared with cigarettes, easy access, and a false belief that hookah is not harmful as its smoke passes through the water have caused the youth and younger people to be interested in hookah. Generally, the harmful effects of hookah consumption are not mainly recognized or considered less harmful by hookah users [4–8]. Many consumers of hookah believe that hookah smoking does not lead to addiction and has no harmful health effects or has less harmful effects than cigarettes [9–11].

Despite the alarming increase in the prevalence of hookah consumption, the existing regulations on controlling hookah are not effective. Deceiving advertisement by manufacturers that produce aromatic tobacco that says their products are healthier than cigarettes encourages hookah consumption. These manufacturers put a label on their products that says these tobaccos are hygienic and herbal and do not have tar and nicotine, which deceive and encourage the consumers [12–16]. However, hookah consumers are more likely to be exposed to nicotine, carbon monoxide, toxic substances, and heavy metals than cigarette smokers [9,10]. A report by World Health Organization (WHO) indicates that each hookah session, which takes an average of 20–80 min, is equal to the consumption of 100 or more cigarettes [17].

Identifying people's inclinations to hookah smoking is critical to succeed in tobacco control and prevention programs. In the meantime, qualitative studies have the potential to provide valuable and vital information to researchers because they explore the phenomenon more in depth [18]. This study was conducted with the goal of discovering the causes of Turkmen men's tendency toward the use of hookah because literature review previously conducted on this topic in Iranian population has shown that there has not been any study on Turkmen population, whereas about 40% of Golestan province population is Turkmen. Moreover, unofficial findings and observation report that the consumption of hookah among
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Turkmen, especially men, has increased significantly and there has been a rapid growth of hookah bars in Turkmen towns and villages in the past two decades. Therefore, this study has been designed in response to the observed community need and absence of scientific studies to evaluate the causes of initiation of hookah smoking among Turkmen population.

Iranian Turkmen live in two northern and northeastern provinces of Golestan and north Khorasan. Golestan province is situated in northern Iran and southeast of Caspian Sea. According to the 2016 census, the population of Golestan province was 1,868,819 [19]. This province has 14 cities (Figure 1).

According to literature review, except for the studies by Baheiraei et al. [19–21] about the causes of hookah smoking in women in Tehran, limited studies have been conducted on the factors affecting hookah consumption, which are all quantitative studies. The traditions and experiences of an ethnic group are different from other groups, and the Turkmen people are no exception. Cultural, ethnic, and social differences can be effective in shaping a health-related behavior.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This qualitative descriptive study was conducted in 2018 on 26 male Turkmen hookah consumers in Golestan province. The study protocol was approved by the Tehran University of Medical Sciences (IR. TUMS. 95-02-99-31488).

In this study, sampling was administered with maximum variation using snowball sampling technique and individuals with geographic distribution in Turkmen Sahra with different age, occupation, socioeconomic status, and neighborhoods were approached for recruitment (Table 1). This means they were selected from different educational, occupational, and social backgrounds and geographical locations regardless of their age or pattern of hookah consumption. In this study, after interviewing 26 hookah-smoking male Turkmens, the data saturation was reached, and sampling was terminated as the codes were repetitive and no new category or subcategory was formed during the analysis. Data were collected using in-depth and semi-structured individual interviews between February 2018 and June 2018 at the workplace of people, houses, hookah bars, and cafes that served hookah. The interview time varied from 30 to 60 min and interviews were recorded and implemented word by word by permission of the participants. The interviews were conducted by faculty members from Department of Public Health in Golestan University of Medical Sciences (Gorgan). Before beginning the interview, the informed consent forms were distributed among the participants and they were asked to read and decide to participate in the study. Informed consent forms contained the explanation about the purpose of study, introduction of the researchers, study method, sample selection process, and the benefits and outcomes of the research to the participants. After providing enough time and answering their questions and concerns, it was explained to the participants that the information they provide will be confidential and they can withdraw from the study at any time.

Interview questions are presented in Table 2. The first two questions evaluate the reasons for initiation of hookah smoking and the other questions evaluate their beliefs about hookah smoking.

Before the main interview, all participants were asked to complete the demographic characteristic questionnaire and the pattern of hookah consumption. Also, probing questions such as; “what do you mean” or “please explain more” were asked depending on the situation. The data analysis for this study was performed on August 2018 based on the qualitative content analysis method described by Graneheim and Lundman [22].

Figure 1: Geographic map of the study area.
3. RESULTS

The age range of the participants was 20–45 years with an average and standard deviation of 29.23 ± 5.86 years. The age range of the participants at the time of starting hookah consumption was between 14 and 25 years with a mean and standard deviation of 18.03 ± 2.50 years. The demographic characteristics of the participants in the study are presented in Table 1.

On the basis of the qualitative data, the reasons for the use of hookah in male Turkmen were classified in nine main categories, which are presented in Table 3.

### Table 1: Study participant profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID number</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Marital status</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Place of residence</th>
<th>Other drug use status</th>
<th>Age at first-time hookah use (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Skilled worker</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Ghonbad-e-Qabous</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Retailer</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Ghonbad-e-Qabous</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Ghonbad-e-Qabous</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Ghonbad-e-Qabous</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Mason</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Hookah cafe client</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Mechanic</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Soldier</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>Turkmen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Hookah cafe client</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Aq Qala</td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Furniture maker</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Aq Qala</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Furniture maker</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Aq Qala</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Hairdresser</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Aq Qala</td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Hairdresser</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Aq Qala</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Tatar Olia</td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Tatar Olia</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Tatar Olia</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Tatar Olia</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>Tatar Olia</td>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>High school dropout</td>
<td>Ghomishan</td>
<td>Opium, alcohol, and cigarette</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Interview guide

1. From your point of view, why some people start hookah smoking?
2. When was the first time you started hookah smoking? Why did you start it?
3. Please explain more about your first experience of hookah smoking? Where was it and who accompanied you in this experience?
4. What are other reasons for initiation of hookah smoking?
5. You are welcome to add to what you provided on your hookah smoking experience.

First, the audio file of the interviews was hand transcribed. Qualitative content analysis method was used for analyzing the qualitative data and then, by carefully studying the manuscripts that formed the semantic units, the research team achieved an accurate and informative sense of the data. Then, the texts of the interviews were organized with open coding. The management of the extracted codes was done by MAXQDA-10 software (allpcworld/download-maxqda-10-4-free).

### Table 3: Categories extracted from qualitative data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories extracted from qualitative data</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hookah-smoking friends</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Blaming unemployed people in small neighborhoods</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Curiosity and sense of adulthood</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Consumption of hookah by family members</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cultural influence</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Fewer perceived risks than other substances</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Hookah’s sensory attractions</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Greater social acceptance compared with other substances</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Easy access to hookah</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1. Hookah-smoking Friends

All study participants [26] identified having hookah-smoking friends as the main reason for the start of hookah consumption. It usually occurs as result of spending time with hookah-smoking friends in cafes. Going to the recreational centers or cafes that serve hookah with friends encourage teenagers or young people to begin smoking hookah.

“Look, I think the first reason for consumption of hookah is having hookah smoking friends. Your friend suggests; let’s go to cafe and even if you don’t smoke, just come and join us. Then you go with them once or twice, but start to smoke at the third time.” (p. 2)

#### 3.2. Blaming Unemployed People in Small Neighborhoods

Unemployment was another important cause of hookah consumption, which was pointed out by the 21 of the participants in...
the study. The lack of entertainment and recreational activities as well as massive unemployment in the Turkmen region makes people to seek their friends’ company and spend time with them. Therefore, they begin to smoke hookah or continue to consume it. Unemployment causes young people to gather around public places and their village’s squares to have conversation. Meanwhile, they are blamed by other local people for being unemployed. So, to escape from this blaming, they take refuge in hookah cafes to avoid being humiliated by locals.

“When we go to the village and hang around the crossroads, we talk and laugh, so people tell us; what are you doing? And start to blame us. That’s why we come here with friends and sit down, play and laugh.” (p. 10)

3.3. Curiosity and Sense of Adulthood

According to the participants, the curiosity of people was an important reason for the initiation of hookah consumption. Hookah smoking by friends and others, especially the elderly, was new to them and made them curious about it. So, they began to smoke hookah.

Passing through the childhood and entering a turbulent period of adolescence with new sense of adulthood had caused some of them to show their entry to adulthood with risky behaviors such as hookah smoking.

“The most common cause of hookah consumption is curiosity. These kids who just turned teenagers to demonstrate their adulthood or to show their pride and play uncle game, start to smoke hookah.” (p. 4)

3.4. Consumption of Hookah by Family Members

The consumption of hookah by older brother or father was another cause of hookah consumption, which was mentioned by some of the participants. Fathers or brothers were the family members encouraging these individuals to hookah smoking; however, it is expected that other family members such as uncles or grandparents could play the same role if these participants lived with them in the same household.

“I say I became hookah smoker as my father, who was also a smoker; one day brought an antique hookah at home, so this created a favorable ground for my hookah consumption. Bringing a hookah at home meant that he is in favor of hookah smoking. Incidentally, the first time he realized that I smoke hookah, he told me my son let’s smoke together. Then, I put the charcoal and made a fire and suddenly, I saw my brother come out of the room and said; hey, you’re smoking alone. Yes, this will increase the solidarity between the family members.” (p. 19)

3.5. Cultural Influence

Cultural influences and the exchange between different cultures have been identified as the factors leading to the start of the hookah consumption among some of the participants. These individuals claim that hookah consumption was rarely practiced by them in the past.

“The hookah smoking was quite common among the Fars, and now it has spread among the Turkmens. It is all about culture and people start to learn about it, that’s how it spreads among us. I think this is the reason. For example, how was your dressing fashion when you were young? And how is it now? This is the same.” (p. 18)

3.6. Fewer Perceived Risks Compared with Other Substances

According to 23 participants, hookah is not harmful to the health and has less risks than other substances:

“In general, people become interested in hookah as they believe hookah does not have any harmful effect on humans. They also think it has lower-risk than other substances.” (p. 14)

3.7. Hookah’s Sensory Attractions

Many of the participants have become interested in hookah because of its attraction and appearance. For instance, one of the attractions is exhaling the smoke of hookah in the form of a ring.

“Another reason is that, some people come and smoke hookah for the first time because they love to exhale the smoke in the form of a ring; that’s why they start to smoke hookah.” (p. 17)

Some of the participants also referred to the attractive appearance of hookah as a reason for their consumption.

“My brother brought a hookah at home, so I used it too. The hookah was so pretty, so I went and start smoking it. Yes, its appearance was very attractive.” (p. 3)

3.8. Greater Social Acceptance Compared with Other Substances

Greater social acceptance of hookah compared with other substances, such as cigarettes and opium, was among the other reasons for hookah consumption according to the participants. Several participants believed that the social stigma of hookah is lower compared with cigarettes and Nass, and its consumption does not surprise others and the community.

“When you smoke cigarette, your family members say that, look he is smoking and talk behind your back, but hookah is different. Hookah is acceptable socially and is a common practice unlike cigarette. For example, when you smoke cigarette or take Nass, people are fast to talk behind your back, but hookah is not the same. Hookah is normal and does not surprise anybody, so they do not talk behind your back. Furthermore, the government has announced that hookah smoking is not band.” (p. 21)

In addition, 21 of the participants mentioned that usually parents would be content with their children’s hookah consumption because they do not want their children to use other substances, such as opium or cigarettes. For Iranian families, hookah is more acceptable than other tobacco products as well as narcotics.
“Yes, parents do not object their children’s hookah consumption in order to prevent their children use other substances. My parents did not object my hookah consumption and let me freely smoke it. Because they wanted to prevent me from using other substances. They told me, whenever you want to smoke hookah let us know to buy you one, but just smoke it inside the home. They told me I am free to smoke hookah at any time, but I should not touch cigarette or opium.” (p. 3)

3.9. Easy Access to Hookah

Easy and convenient access to cafes or shops serving hookah was another reason mentioned by some of the participants as contributing factors for hookah consumption. The abundance of hookah cafes in the city and even in the villages makes access to hookah easy for people.

“Previously, there were 3 or 4 licensed tea houses in the harbor, but they came and sealed them, and the result: 3–4 tea houses became 400 tea houses.” (p. 9)

4. DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study was to investigate and discover the causes of inclination toward the use of hookah among Turkmen men in Iran. The results of the literature review previously conducted on the topic of hookah smoking have shown that there has not been any study on Turkmen population and there are unofficial reports and observations about a significant increase in hookah smoking among Turkmen people in the recent years. Therefore, to our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on this topic among people with Turkmen ethnicity. Identifying the influencing factors that cause people to start hookah smoking is fundamental in tobacco control and prevention programs on the population level. This study is designed in the form of qualitative research because this type of research has the potential to provide valuable and vital information to researchers by exploring the phenomenon more in-depth.

4.1. Hookah-smoking Friends

Our findings indicated that all the participants in this study [26] approved that one of the most important reasons for the start of hookah consumption was having hookah-smoking friends. Most of the participants in this study believed that observing friends who use hookah over time have created a positive attitude toward hookah among them. This forces them to start smoking hookah to show their peers that they follow friends’ choices and interests. This finding is consistent with the results of a study by Subramaniam et al. that was conducted on the teenagers and young people in Singapore. Subramaniam et al. [23] discuss that many of the participants in their study believed that hookah smoking is accepted as a normative standard among their group, and they started to smoke hookah because of their sense of belonging to the group and the feeling of shame that they were the only non-alike member of the group. In another study, 90% of students stated that they smoked hookah for the first time at the presence of their family and friends [24].

4.2. Blaming Unemployed People in Small Neighborhoods

The lack of recreational activities and massive unemployment in the Turkmen region forces people to find alternatives to spend their free time. Most participants claimed that they were unemployed and had no entertainment, so they considered hookah as a kind of recreation. The tradition of getting together, especially among adolescents and young people, in front of grocery stores, especially during the evenings and at nights, is one of the traditional conventions for socializing among Turkmen villagers and town dwellers. This kind of gathering is somewhat blamed by adults and elders and they consider these gatherings inappropriate for teenagers and young people. To escape from this negative attitude, young people take refuge in places, such as hookah cafes, where they get together and smoke a hookah. Results of Ghasemi and Sabzmakan’s [25] study on students showed that peer pressure, having hookah-smoking friends, and lack of recreational activities are among the most important factors in tobacco use among students.

4.3. Curiosity and Sense of Adulthood

Curiosity and sense of adulthood was mentioned by a significant number of participants as one of the factors causing the consumption of hookah. This can be one of the most important factors in adolescence. In a study by Subramaniam et al., several participants referred to curiosity as the cause of hookah smoking. Some also referred to the start of hookah consumption as a rebellion against parents and school regulations, believing hookah smoking gives them independence and a sense of adulthood [23]. Some younger consumers believe smoking hookah is giving them a feeling of maturity and masculinity [26,27]. Educational public health programs in the schools should be organized to give information and knowledge to the students and their parents about the long-term health risks of hookah smoking.

4.4. Consumption of Hookah by Family Members

Observing hookah smoking by other family members serves as an action guide and an external stimulus, and makes the younger family members more likely to find a positive attitude toward the hookah and become curious about it and experience it. This is explained in a 2011 study by Griffiths et al. [10], the frequency of observing hookah smoking by relatives and family members results in the reduced embarrassment of smoking and this might even make it a desirable issue. This finding is supported by the results of a study by Rezaei et al. [28] that the consumption of hookah by father or brother increases the chance of hookah consumption by 5.33 and 31.6 times.

4.5. Cultural Influence

One of the influential factors regarding smoking hookah, is how hookah smoking is viewed by society's culture. This factor is distinctively significant in the Middle East, including Iran [29]. Cultural
influence has led to the widespread use of hookah among Turkmen in the past two decades. Turkmen were using Nass or cigarettes in the past and the phenomenon of hookah smoking has been rarely seen among them. The social and economic changes over the past two decades have led to more interaction of Turkmen culture with the dominant culture of society, and the consumption of hookah from the mainstream culture of society has also been transmitted to this subculture. Meanwhile, factors like the media are also effective. Some hookah consumers consider hookah as a hereditary issue and a desirable way to get in touch with other tribes [30-32]. The effect of culture in hookah smoking has been discussed in a study by Madjzadeh et al. In this study, some hookah smokers, especially adults, believed that smoking hookah was rooted in public culture and tradition, and was a social sign of communication in familial and friendly gatherings [33]. Today, the globally oriented hookah has expanded to other countries and cultures [34].

4.6. Fewer Perceived Risks Compared with Other Substances

Participants in this study believed that the fewer perceived risks of hookah compared with other substances are another reason for the start of hookah consumption. This view has been reported in numerous studies. For example, the study by Barnett et al. [35] showed that in the focus group discussion between the group of young people involved in the study regarding the heat of burning charcoal in the hookah, its toxic substances, and the potential risks and side effects, the participants either were lacking knowledge or poorly understood these facts, although they were well aware of the dangers of cigarettes. The result of a study by Griffiths and Ford [36] showed that the participants believed the aroma of tobaccos used in hookah comes from natural plants in them, which in turn makes the tobacco burn better and, consequently, makes hookah tobacco less cancerous than cigarette that contains only pure tobacco. Moreover, the study by Song et al. showed that hookah consumers not only do not understand the long-term risks of hookah consumption but also have little knowledge about the harmful effects of hookahs, which usually comes from invalid sources or unreliable internet resources. They moderate their hookah-smoking behavior and advocate their beliefs about nonaddictive and nonharmful effects of hookah [37]. Hookah is perceived as a less harmful alternative for cigarette smoking [38]. However, not only is hookah not less harmful than cigarettes, but it is also associated with higher risks for respiratory diseases and cancers [39], and in some cases, its damages are more severe [11,39]. Therefore, health communication about the health risk and damages of hookah and more pervasive restrictions on smoking hookah in public places seems necessary [40].

4.7. Hookah's Sensory Attractions

The result of a study by Castañeda et al. indicates that one of the reasons for the start of hookah smoking among his study population was the sensory perception of hookah, which classified it as “entertainment”. In their study, many participants believed that exhaling the smoke in the form of a ring and seeing the water inside the hookah bubbling are fun and act as visual stimuli for the start of hookah consumption [34]. The result of a systematic review of 10 qualitative studies by Kowitt et al., which aimed to investigate the perceptions and experiences associated with aromatic tobacco products, showed most participants referred to the smell and taste of hookah as pleasant. Also, in two studies conducted in Lebanon and Canada, the participants referred to the taste and smell of hookah as the reason for their motivation to start hookah consumption [29].

In a study in the UK conducted by Kowitt et al. [41], young people also believed that they have been addicted to this smoky product due to the smell and taste of hookah. Fruit fragrances that are added to hookah tobacco promote smoking of hookahs as a healthy choice and hides the real nature of tobacco [42]. The sensory characteristics of waterpipe smoking are important factors in the initiation and continuation of hookah smoking. This is supported in a study conducted by Nakkash et al. in Lebanon. Participants in this study noted the sensory qualities evoked from waterpipe tobacco smoking as reasons that motivated smoking. Men and women equally attributed motivation to the sensory qualities such as taste, smell, the sight of smoke, and bubbly sounds of the water in the bowl [43].

4.8. Greater Social Acceptance Compared with Other Substances

Another reason for the initiation of hookah consumption that was mentioned by participants in many studies was the greater acceptance of hookah by the society than other substances such as cigarettes and narcotics including opium and hashish. The social acceptance of hookah has often been mentioned in many studies [23,29,34]. For instance, the results of a study by Montgomery et al. [44] found that students who perceived hookah more socially acceptable were 21 times more likely to be consumers of hookah. Participants in our study also believed that hookah smoking was socially more accepted compared with other drugs. They pointed out two important aspects that have not been mentioned in other studies. First, the consumption of substances such as cigarettes, Nass, or opium causes consumption stigma and results in the consumer being called names such as smoker, opium or Nass addict, and so on, whereas consumption of hookah does not produce consumption stigma and does not put hookah in the same level as other substances. Second, this acceptance exists with the parents too, and they easily allow their children to smoke hookah to prevent them from using other drugs such as opium, methamphetamine, and cannabis, believing that smoking hookah prevents tendency toward other substances.

This finding is supported by a qualitative study conducted by Moradi et al. on a group of adolescents from the Youth Detention Center in Tehran Province. In this study, participant's parents instead of forbidding hookah use would even offer a better hookah house to their children and they said hookah is not something dangerous [45]. In the study by Moradi et al. [45], cigarettes and hookah have been discussed as “gateway drugs” to prevent consuming other drugs in families with inadequate supervision or with fathers who are drug users. On the other hand, it must be stated that viewing hookah as socially acceptable is not supported by some other studies. For instance, participants in a study conducted by Ahmed et al. [46] in the San Francisco Bay Area, considered hookah smoking as unacceptable and undesirable. This could be related to the socioeconomic difference and geographic location of the participants and their knowledge about health risks of hookah smoking as a result of public educational programs.
4.9. Easy Access to Hookah

Easy access to hookah was another cause for hookah consumption, which was mentioned by many participants in different studies conducted in the past. The rapid growth of hookah cafes, even in villages, has caused people, especially teenagers and younger adults, to have easy access to hookah. Lack of unified governmental policy has failed to control the easy access of young people to hookah. Although at times it has temporarily led to the closure of hookah bars, practically this policy has failed, and now the cafes are easily accessible in every village and town that could be related to the unemployment in the region and lack of recreational facilities. This has resulted in easy access to hookah for teenagers and young people. Even though, according to the regulations, people under the age 18 are not permitted to the hookah bars, unfortunately, there is no regulation or mechanism to prevent access of the individuals under the age 18 to the hookah bars. Numerous studies have discussed that convenient access leads to onset and continuation of hookah smoking. One of the studies conducted by Momenabadi et al. [29] showed that easy access is one of the most important reasons for the initiation of hookah smoking. The result of a qualitative study by Castañeda et al. [34] showed that convenience is one of the main factors in the initiation of hookah consumption so that hookah and its accessories can be found in every shop, even online, or at gas stations. In other studies, one of the main drivers of hookah consumption has been the expansion of hookah cafes. In general, in communities with easy access to tobacco, a high prevalence of smoking is seen as a social norm [5,47].

It must be noted that this study did not recruit any participants from cities such as Maraveh-Tapeh and Kalaleh and the Turkmen living in the province of North Khorasan. This was due to the limited budget and the resources allocated to conduct this study. The results of the present study could be transferred to governmental or research institutes to absorb financial resources to conduct larger studies, design prevention programs, and develop educational programs based on the identified factors causing initiation of hookah especially among youth.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of this study showed that individual factors, interpersonal factors (hookah smoking by father or brother, having hookah-smoking friends), and environmental factors (easy access, cultural influence, unemployment, and lack of entertainment) were the main reasons for the consumption of hookah among male Turkmen. Meanwhile, widespread unemployment and the availability of hookah cafes have led Turkmen youths to spend their free time in hookah cafes out of sight chatting with friends for the sake of hookah smoking. Moreover, owing to the expanded and easy availability of other drugs many young people believe that smoking hookah has much less social stigma and is more socially accepted than other drugs. Also, the parents approve their children’s hookah consumption as they are afraid of their children’s tendency toward other substances. Intervention strategies for preventing hookah consumption could be developed and implemented based on the three influential categories (individual, interpersonal, and environmental) that were identified in this study.
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